
Hi Everyone, 

February came on strong right out of the gate and remained strong throughout the entire month. Between 

Dine Around and Valentine’s day, we continued to have busy weekdays and booked out well in advance on 

the weekends.

The tail end of Dine Around remained very strong in terms of cover counts. We saw a 75/25 percent split in 

favor of guests ordering the Dine Around menu compared to the regular menu. The short rib and gnocchi 

bianco were very popular with our evening crowd. Valentine’s weekend was busy, with the feature dinner 

menu running Friday Saturday and Sunday. The scallop risotto and ravioli were both very popular. Our 

pastry team put out two beautiful desserts, the pavlova as well as the truffles + strawberries offering which 

had earl grey truffles, lime and mint truffles, as well as chocolate dipped strawberries. 

Our most popular dishes on the menu for February were the Boom Breakfast, Thai mussels, crispy 

cauliflower, seafood chowder, margherita pizza, gnocchi bianco, and short rib. It is nice to see guests are 

consistently ordering their favorite dishes when they come to Boom and we are beginning to be known for 

some of our more popular dishes such as the tataki and the chowder. 

We have a great new addition the pastry team, as I have finally hired a pastry Sous Chef. Her name is Natalie 

Phillips and she brings to us over 20 years of pastry experience. She has fit in very well and is eager to pass 

along her knowledge to our very excited and willing pastry team. We look forward to seeing what she can 

bring to the pastry department to help increase the revenue coming out of the café. 

Our current projects in the kitchen are working on hiring staff to prepare for what is hopefully a busy spring 

leading into summer. We will need at least 2 more full time cooks to get Sous Chef Mark off of a station and 

moved into a more supportive roll where he supervises the whole kitchen line. We have been working in the 

background on securing some new cuts of beef for the new menu change on March 25th and are excited to 

start using some labor-saving cuts from our suppliers. The new spring menu is almost completed and will 

feature many fresh and innovative dishes designed by both myself and Mark. This will be the first menu 

change with which Mark has had input on. Menu changes are always challenging, but we are really looking 

forward to some fresh new changes and hopefully we will see most of you for the new menu launch! 

Looking forward to a busy spring and summer!

Regards, 

Chef Matt Cusano
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